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USee continuation sheet.
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Domestic-Single Wlling
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Describe present and historic physical appearance.

SLPWRY ARCHITECTURAL CESCRIPTION:
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Blue Ridge Farm is an estate of seventy-five acres located on the south side of Route 692
in the Afton-Greernuood vicinity of western Albemarle County. The main residence consists of a
two-and-one-half-story, five-bay brick center section hilt in the mid-nineteenth century,
with two asymmetrical brick wings added in 1923-1927 by the architect William Lawrence
Bottomley. The center section has a steeply pitched gambrel roof with a balustraded deck
and parapet ends joining the interior end chimneys. Pedimented dormers light the attic story
on the front and rear elevations. Double four-light doors with transoms light the first story
and six-over-six sash windows are used on th.e second story. The front entrance consists of a
door with sidelights and fan window beneath a portico with a Doric entablature. The garden
facade entrance has double doors with sidelights and pilasters below a Palladian window. The
interior has a center-hall plan with two rooms on either side and doors on the gable
ends to the two wings. Nearly all of the interior appointments, including mantels, paneling,
woodwork and stairs, as well as the door, window and comice woodwork on the exterior date fror
the Bottomley remodeling and are executed in the Georgian Revival style.
A R C H I T E C W DESCRIPTION:

Blue Ridge Farm is an estate of seventy-five acres located on the south side of Route 692
in the Afton-Greenwood area of Albemarle Gnmty. The surrounding area is characterized by farm:
and estates set among the rolling foothills of the Blue Ridge mountains. The main residence
is at the end of a short drive entered from the east side of Route 691 and is surrounded by
lawns and boxwood gardens.
The main residence consists of a two-and-one-half-story, five-bay, brick center section built
in the mid-nineteenth century, with two asymmetrical brick wings added in 1923-1927 by the
architect William Lawrence Bottomley. In addition to the wings, Bottomley also redesigned
the two principal facades of the cater ~ectionand altered the roofline. It now has a steeply
pitched gambrel roof with a balustraded deck ard parapet ends joining the interior end chimneys
An oversized comice extends across t!-e west (main) and east facades. The front entrance on the
west consists of a door with tracerid sidelights a d fan widow beneath a flat portico with
Doric c o l ~ m sand entablature. Four-pane Frer,ch windows are used on the first story, six-oversix sash windows with lowered shutters are on the second stcry and pedimented dormers light
the attic story. The windows are trimmed in stone with rosette comers and lintel with a carvec
American eagle design. The garden facade has an additional raised and arcaded English basement in front of which two elliptical staircases lead to a brick terrace. The door is flanked
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8. Statement of Signiticance
Certifying official has considered the significance of this property
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Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions)

Architecture

D

F

Period of Significance

1923-1927

Significant Dates

1923-1927

Cultural Affiliation

NA
Significant Person

NA

ArchitecUBuilder

William Lawrence Bottomley (additions and
alterations)
Charles F. Gillette (gardens, terraces)

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, end areas and periods of significance noted above.

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE:
Although the title to Blue Ridge Farm dates to the mid-eighteenth century, the present
house was built in the mid-nineteenth century by the Smith family. This house, then called
Alton Park, was five bays wide with a highmansard roof. In 1923 the Randolph Ortman family
commissioned the renowned architect William Lawrence Bottomley to enlarge and redesign
their house, renamed Blue Ridge Farm. Although the original house was retained as the core
of the newly enlarged residence, its appearance throughout the exterior and interior reflects
almost entirely the hark of this master of the Georgian Revival style. Several trademark
features of Bottomley are evident, including the high-quality brick and woodwork, the open
staircase, and progression from light to dark spaces in the interior, and the original interpretations of Georgian architectural detail. The landscaping was designed by Charles F.
Gillette in close cooperation with the architect and complemented the expansive scale of
the residence. One architectural critic has written that the "combination of the talents of
both Bottomley and Gillette resulted in one of Virginia's finest Neo-Georgian estates...
and Bottomley's work here can be included among his best work of the 1920's."
STAT-

OF SIGNIFICANCE:

The title to Blue Ridge Farm dates from a grant to the Lambert family in the mid-eighteenth
century. Curing the early nineteenth century the tract was part of the lafge landholdings of
the Bowen family in western Albemarle county and was known as Alton Park. In 1852 the twohundred-acre Alton tract was prchped by William B. Smith who combined it with a fourhundred-acre tract bought in 1839. Smith was most probably responsible for building the center portion of the present residence sometime between 1867 a d 1872. Evidence for these
dates is provided by property tax assessments, census records, and the fact that the house is
located on the 1875 Peyton Map of Albemarle County but not on the 1866 Hotchkiss map. The
house i3 also mentioned in the 1882 deed f~omCharles W. Purcell to James Dmley and Phelps
hrcell and the 1894 deed to Emma Mc Cue.

a S e e continuation ahwt
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Verbal Boundary Descr~ptlon

Gi] See continuation sheet
Boundary Justification

The nominated lxnmdaries include seventy-five acres of the original six-hdred-acre
Alton Park-Blue Ridge Farm tract. These seventy-five acres are known legally as Blue Ridge
Farm and contain the main residence and the associated outbuildings.
O s e e continuation sheet
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by Doric pilasters with entablature and paneled fanlight. Above this is a modified
Palladian window with a central six-over-six sash window. The first story windows
are trimmed in stone as on the front facade.

The interior has a double-pile, center-hall plan with doors on the gable ends to the
two wings. The main living areas are on the first floor, with bedrooms on the second
and third floors and service rooms in the basement. Nearly all of the interior appintments, including mantels, paneling, woodwurk and stairs date from the Bottomley remodelling and are executed in the Georgian Revival style.
The stair hall extends the full depth of the house and features paneled wainscot and
an arcaded screen with a Doric column and.fluted Tuscan pilasters. The doors to the
two flanking rooms have paneled jambs and crosette moldings at the comers. The stair
rises in two stages and features a molded handrail, Federal style newel and two plain
rectangular-section balusters pertread. Paneled wainscoting spaced between miniature fluted
pilasters is used on the stair wall.
The living room is completely paneled and features a dentiled cornice and crosettes at
the comers of the window and door architraves. The marble fireplace has fluted pilasters
and carved busts at the comer blocks with a central frieze panel depicting a reclining
woman. The overmantel features crosetted trim and two rows of modified egg-and-dart
moulding--the whole flanked by Doric pilasters.
The music room is also fully paneled, this time in cherry, with built-in bookcases on the

east and south walls and a dentiled and molded comice. A simple marble fireplace with
fluted keystone is surmounted by an elaborate overmantel framed by four rows of pie-crust
molding and two angels holding a scroll with the monogram BOR (Blanche a d Randolph
Ortman, the owners at the time of the Bottomley remodelling). An elliptical ceiling medallion
is executed in a floral design. 'There is no door between the music and living rooms.
The dining room appears to contain virtually the only evidence of the mid-nineteenth
century interior--some severe architrave molding and baseboards. The molded comice, chairrail, marble fireplace, and recessed ceiling medallion date from the Bottomley remodelling.
The study features built-in bookcases on the south wall and an elaborate fireplace mantel
with bracketed consoles and a shell design in the center panel.

United States Department of the lnterlor
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The library is located in the south wing. It is fully paneled in a dark-stained wood. A
series of three semi-circular arches mark the three-bay length of each wall. Bookshelves
flank the entrances on the north and south walls and a shallow alcove on the west wall.
French doors with round-headed transoms flank the fireplace on the east. The typani of the
first and third arches on each wall are paneled while that of the center arches holds a
carved w d e n urn supported on a scrolled bracket. Below the dentilled cornice is a frieze
of interlocking concentric semi-circles. The fireplace features fluted Corinthian pilasters,
a center anel with a carved American eagle and an overmantel with gougework in a Federal
design. set of doors leads to the adjacent porch, whose brick arches echo those of the
library.

4

Several of the outbuildings on the farm appear to date from the mid-nineteenth century,
when the farm was known as Alton Park. Located a few feet to the north of the house is the
.me-and-one-half-story,gable-roofed, brick kitchen with an entrance and lunette window on the
north and south gable ends. To the north east of the kitchen are two small gable-roofed frame
storage sheds in fair condition. Perpendicular to the house on the east are two gable-roofed
brick dwellings connected by a slightly taller frame hyphen with a portico on the north.
This building now serves as a guest cottage and was extensively remodelled according to
plans by both Gillette and Bottomley. Later buildings include an ice-house, gazebo, greenhouse
and attached residence, and stables , all dating from the early 1900s to the 1930s and are of
little architectural interest. Three tenanthouseswhich are mid-twentieth century in date are
located south of the main residence.
Although overgrown and somewhat altered, the gardens and terraces designed between 1920
and the early 1930s by Charles Gillette in close cooperation with Bottomley are still
recognizable. At Blue Ridge Farm, Gillette created a mixture of broad lawns and sweeping
vistas in the English landscape style with compact and formal flower and boxwood beds. The
gardens on the east contain mostly perennials and bulbs and were designed in tight geometric
parterres, interspersed with walkways and often enclosed by brick walls. A rose and boxwood
garden, laid out in typical eighteenth century geometric patterns, stands to the east of
the house. A network of plantings, walls and paths also unites the various buildings including
the guest house and kitchen, into a well defined whole. In contrast to the formality of the
gardens, Gillette left large areas as lawn, affording unobstructed views of the surrounding
Blue Ridge mountains. Tnere were many more trees on the property than there are tcday;
several have been removed by later owners over the last thirty years.
Architectural Description Continued:
The hyphen room is finished with paneling with niches and openings having
arches with keystones. A carved frieze and cornice further decorates the
room. (See photos)
The dining room and sitting room on the opposite side of the hall are
much simpler. The dining room mantel with pilaster supporting a frieze with
medallions is also of Italian marble. In the sitting room at its rear, a
mantel with dog ear surround and frieze with a shell and swags in low relief
between end consoles decorates the fireplace.
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The farm passed through several more arners before its ~rchasein 1899 by Dr. and Mrs.
Frederic Owsfey,who renamed it Gloucester Manor (sanetimes spelled Glooston Manor in
the deeds). The Owsleys added a few minor improvements before selling the farm in 1906
to Mrs. Owsleys's brother Rudolph (later changed to Randolph) Ortman and his wife Blanche,
whose familv lived there until 1971. 'Ihe Owsleys moved closer to Greenwood and built their
Neo-Palladian country house Tiverton.
The Ortmans developed their newly renamed Blue Ridge Farm into an important livestock and
horse farm and were responsible for most of the physical improvements seen today. An indication of the appearance of the original house before the 1923-1927 remodeling is given by a
color illustration on the front cover of the bcok The Old House by Blanche Ortman, pblished
in 1910. It shws a five-bay, two-story brick h o u s = ~ a ~mansard roof covered
with slate shingles. A large Colonial Revival-style porch with paired Ionic columns and balustraded parapet extends across the west facad? ?here is a small terrace on the west and the
house is reached by a flight of d e n steps.
A set of three blueprint drawings prepared by the well-known Washington, D.C. ,arfjhitect
Among Wood's
Waddy Wood show several suggested improvements to the house at Blue Ridge Farm
many other commissions was the design of Emmanuel Episcopal Church in Greenwoad, and it is
possible that the Ortmans first learned of Wood through his work at the church. His designs
called for one-story, one-bay wings with slatecovered hipped roofs connected by three-bay
hyphens to the north and south ends of the house. ?he south wing was to contain "bachelor's
bedrooms" with baths while the north wing hwsed a breakfast room, pantry, servants' rooms
and a kitchen, indicating that the brick kitchen hilding to the north of the house was
still in use. ?he second floor plans called for the addition of a small office above the east
porch. It is not known whether any part of these plans was ever executed.

.

was commissioned by the Ortmans to prepare
In 1923 the architect William La~rence~Bottomley
designs for an expansion of the house. It is most likely that Bottomley was recommended to
the Ortmans by their landscape designer Charles F. Gillettqwho often collaborated with
Bottomley in r m t r y house projects.
Although the original house was retained as the core of the newly enlarged residence, its
appearance throughout the exterior and interior reflects almost entirely the work of this
master of the Georgian Revival. Bottom1 's alterations were altogther more elaborate than
those proposed by Wood and transformed B ue M g e Farm from a simple farm hmse into a
gracious and sophisticated Georgian Revival collltry residare typical of hfs numy other
commissions in Virginia.

"Y

On the exterior Bottomley r e d the two porchee end created the impressive east end west
entrances. He changed most most of the east a d west w i x b u sashes on the first story to
French doors and added the stone lintels. The mansard roof was altered to its present form
wings with one-story hyphens
and the balustrade a d cornice added.-and-me-half-story
greatly e x p d on Wood's earlier plans. The wings are well integrated in the total design
and it is hard to tell that the hasse was not W l t all at one time.
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The interior was also totally redone by Bottomley. Nearly all of the interior
appointments including mantels, paneling, woodwork trim,and stairs were redesigned. ?!'-€I
wall between the two south rooms on the first floor was removed a d replaced bv cclunns,
creating the illusion of one large room. Tne library, with its extensive pneling a d boukcasc
was placed in the south hyphen and in turn led out to the sun porch in the south wirg. Two
bedrooms, dressing rooms,and a sleeping porch occupied the second story of this new wine. 3he
service rooms and servants' quarters were expanded and placed in the north wing.
Several trademark features of Bottomley are evident at Blue Ridge farms, including the htgh
quality brick and woodwork, the open staircase and progression from light to dark spaces '_D.
the ~nterior,and the original interpretatirm of Georgian detail. With its crisp and
understated architecture, its comfortable proportions and expansive English landscaping,
Blue Ridge Farm epitomizes the Virginia ccuntry house ideal. Although often better known
for his town house commissions in Richmond, Bottomley designed several country houses :?
Virginia near Warrenton, Upperville and the Richmond suburbs. 'l.ue Ridge Farm is consider^'
one of his best country house commissions from this period and -s m e of only three ?~'.lii-d-,
in Albemarle County (Casa Maria and Rose Hill are the others) in M c h ?Ehad a b n d .
Bottomley wrote extensively about the design and requirements of the country 'louse in numercr:*
architectural journals during this period and it was a form in which he clearly excell-ed. One
writer observed that Bottomley "had an absolute grasp of the requlreygts of a way of '.Ffe
and style of living for which he was asked to create an environment." Many of his contemmra
ries praised Bottom48y for unerringly adhering to the principles of "good taste" in corntry
house architecture.
Bottomley's work has accurately been described as "James River Georgian"12 as it drew heavily
u p the architecture of the James River estates. But while firmly g r d e d in eightee~tb
century Palladian principi3s, his designs were also "elegantly individual, rendered in a
completely personal way."
Bottomley maintained that the"combination of different styles ?.-differen motifs in a new way as to fuse into a consistent whale is the essence of ccnstrxti\.z
design.!IE4
As he wrote to one client: "I want to have your house perfect in style and nroportion, but at the same time I would like to give it a certain romantic charm and mellownesslF
Although the involvement of Charles Gillette actually preceded that of Bottomley at Blue Ridge
Fsrm, the two collaborated closely after the latter joined the project in 1923. ?he original
appearance of the g r d s is not lawwn, tut by the late 20s they had been completely transformed to produce an expansive English style landscape. 1'2 Gillette focused his attention
on three general areas: enlarging and redesigning the brick terraces; the creation of
formal boxwood and flower gardens on the smth and east; and the integration of several
outbuildings into the unified complex. The terraces complement the scale of Bottomley's
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architecture, particularly the curving double staircase on the east. Sweral sketches and
planting plans remain to show the original design of the rose and boxwood garden on the
east and the formal flower gardens near the south-west terrace. Gillette also designed an
expansion of the old guest cottage by adding two wings; it was linked to the house by a
Jeffersonian serpentine wall. He also designed a pool and bath house but these were not
executed. Blue Ridge Farm was one of three commissions which Gillette received in the
Greenwood area, the others being Casa Maria and Rose Hill.
Blue Ridge Farm passed out of the hands of the Ortman family in the late 1940s, although it
continued in operation as a cattle and horse-breeding farm for many years. Among the later
owners were the Smith, Mears and Ford families. The farm was acquired in 1981 by the present
owners, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sabel, who have remodelled the kitchen, repaired many of the
upstairs bedrooms, and converted rooms in the north wing to an apartment. They were
also responsible for the swimming pool to the east of the house.
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UTM References. continued

Verbal Boundary Description
Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of county route 692 delineated by UTM
reference A 17/696400/4209820, proceed south approximately 2600' to a point delineated by
UTM reference B 17/696280/4209030, then proceed northwest approximately 200' to a point
delineated by UTM reference C 17/696200/4209060, then proceed southwest approximately
100' to a point on the eastern right-of-way of county route 691 delineated by UTM reference
D 17/696180/4209020, then proceed north along the same right-of-way to the intersection of
county routes 691 and 692, thence along the south right-of-way of county route 692 to the
point of beginning.
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Site Plan of Blue Ridge Farm, Greenwood Virginia
Source: Blue
Farm Sales Brochure, Frank Hardy Inc., Charlottesville, Virginia
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